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Managing Services is an alternative to the growing service management market in that it is more managerial and procedural, placing less
emphasis on quantitative tools and more on strategic concerns. The benefit of this approach is that it views services from the perspective of
the general manager rather than the operations specialist. This is important, especially considering most students taking this course aspire to
and are preparing for managerial positions.
Der Wirtschaftsklassiker als Graphic Novel Prozessoptimierung anschaulich wie nie: Dem Manager Alex Rogo wird von der
Unternehmensleitung ein Ultimatum gestellt. Entweder es gelingt ihm, seine Fabrikanlage innerhalb von drei Monaten deutlich profitabler zu
machen, oder sie wird geschlossen und Hunderte von Mitarbeitern verlieren ihre Jobs. Ein zufälliges Wiedersehen mit seinem ehemaligen
Professor hilft ihm dabei, umzudenken und neue Lösungswege zu suchen. Für Rogo beginnt ein Wettlauf gegen die Zeit - und für die Leser
eine ebenso spannende wie unterhaltsame Geschichte. Die Schlüsselelemente der von Eliyahu Goldratt entwickelten Theorie der
Prozessoptimierung (Theory of Constraints) sind in dieser Graphic Novel einzigartig visuell erzählt! "Das Ziel" ist eines der erfolgreichsten
Wirtschaftsbücher aller Zeiten.
This book provides a comprehensive set of optimization and prediction techniques for an enterprise information system. Readers with a
background in operations research, system engineering, statistics, or data analytics can use this book as a reference to derive insight from
data and use this knowledge as guidance for production management. The authors identify the key challenges in enterprise information
management and present results that have emerged from leading-edge research in this domain. Coverage includes topics ranging from task
scheduling and resource allocation, to workflow optimization, process time and status prediction, order admission policies optimization, and
enterprise service-level performance analysis and prediction. With its emphasis on the above topics, this book provides an in-depth look at
enterprise information management solutions that are needed for greater automation and reconfigurability-based fault tolerance, as well as to
obtain data-driven recommendations for effective decision-making.
While there are numerous Lean Certification programs, most companies have their own certification paths whereby they bestow expert status
upon employees after they have participated in or led a certain number of kaizen events. Arguing that the number of kaizen events should not
determine a person's expert status, The Lean Practitioner's Field Book: Proven, Practical, Profitable and Powerful Techniques for Making
Lean Really Work outlines a true learning path for anyone seeking to understand essential Lean principles. The book includes a plethora of
examples drawn from the personal experiences of its many well-respected and award-winning contributors. These experts break down Lean
concepts to their simplest terms to make everything as clear as possible for Lean practitioners. A refresher for some at times, the text
provides thought-provoking questions with examples that will stimulate learning opportunities. Introducing the Lean Practitioner concept, the
book details the five distinct Lean Practitioner levels and includes quizzes and criteria for each level. It highlights the differences between the
kaizen event approach and the Lean system level approach as well as the difference between station balancing and baton zone. This book
takes readers on a journey that begins with an overview of Lean principles and culminates with readers developing professionally through the
practice of self-reliance. Providing you with the tools to implement Lean tools in your organization, the book includes discussions and
examples that demonstrate how to transition from traditional accounting methods to a Lean accounting system. The book outlines an
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integrated, structured approach identified by the acronym BASICS (baseline, analyze, suggest solutions, implement, check, and sustain),
which is combined with a proven business strategy to help ensure a successful and sustainable transformation of your organization.
Collected here are 112 papers concerned with new directions in manufacturing systems, given at the 41st CIRP Conference on
Manufacturing Systems. The high-quality material includes reports of work from both scientific and engineering standpoints.
This book is written specifically to address the course curriculum in Engineering Physics for the first-year students of all branches of
engineering. Though most of the topics covered are customarily taught in several universities and institutes, the book follows the sequence of
topics as prescribed in the course syllabus of engineering colleges in Tamil Nadu. This new edition of the book continues to present the
fundamental concepts of physics in a pedagogically sound manner. It includes a new chapter on Thermal Physics, which is essential for core
engineering students. Furthermore, topics like crystal growth techniques, estimation of packing density of diamond and the relation between
three moduli of elasticity are included at the appropriate places, to improve the understanding of the subject matter. KEY FEATURES •
Several numerical problems (solved and unsolved) to strengthen the problem-solving ability of students • Short and Long questions at the
end of each chapter • Model Test Papers with solutions • Summary at the end of each chapter to recapitulate the most important results of
the chapter
Lack of materials or goods to satisfy customer orders under current market conditions represents an extremely costly and important problem
facing businesses today. This is a problem that companies have spent hundreds of millions of dollars trying to solve. This book introduces a
new theory, 3C, which will solve these problems. The authors, experts from Lucent Technologies, discuss in detail the relationship between
the 3Cs - capacity, commonality, and consumption - and how this relationship can revolutionize your business. You will learn how to: reduce
overhead expense and improve shipping performance by using the business capacity as the basis for materials planning; reduce investments
in inventory by using the commonality of components; obtain dramatic improvements in the lead time of customer orders by using the actual
consumption of materials instead of inaccurate sales forecasts as the basis for purchasing. The new and exciting techniques based on 3C
generate immediate business benefits, for example: executing the purchasing function with a new criteria and formulae that can eliminate
material shortages and significantly improve shipping performance, sales volumes, operating expense and company image. 3C-A Proven
Alternative to MRPII for Optimizing Supply Chain Performance gives you the knowledge and practical guidelines to better manage end-to-end
Supply Chains and eliminate the expensive and annoying problem of material shortages that most businesses suffer. Features
Our economy and future way of life depend on how well American manufacturing managers adapt to the dynamic, globally competitive
landscape and evolve their firms to keep pace. A major challenge is how to structure the firms environment so that it attains the speed and
low cost of high-volume flow lines while retaining the flexibility and customization potential of a low-volume job shop. The books three parts
are organized according to three categories of skills required by managers and engineers: basics, intuition, and synthesis. Part I reviews
traditional operations management techniques and identifies the necessary components of the science of manufacturing. Part II presents the
core concepts of the book, beginning with the structure of the science of manufacturing and a discussion of the systems approach to problem
solving. Other topics include behavioral tendencies of manufacturing plants, push and pull production systems, the human element in
operations management, and the relationship between quality and operations. Chapter conclusions include main points and observations
framed as manufacturing laws. In Part III, the lessons of Part I and the laws of Part II are applied to address specific manufacturing
management issues in detail. The authors compare and contrast common problems, including shop floor control, long-range aggregate
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planning, workforce planning and capacity management. A main focus in Part III is to help readers visualize how general concepts in Part II
can be applied to specific problems. Written for both engineering and management students, the authors demonstrate the effectiveness of a
rule-based and data driven approach to operations planning and control. They advance an organized framework from which to evaluate
management practices and develop useful intuition about manufacturing systems.
William V. Gehrlein's Operations Management Cases provides a new collection of cases suited for introductory OM students. These OM
cases have all been classroom tested with undergraduates and MBA's and are unique in providing plenty of teachable and tested analysis
opportunities for students. Gehrlein's book provides cases on all OM topics, with plenty of emphasis on analytic topics such as forecasting,
inventory and scheduling.
Includes index.
Quantitative Methods in Supply Chain Management presents some of the most important methods and tools available for modeling and
solving problems arising in the context of supply chain management. In the context of this book, “solving problems” usually means designing
efficient algorithms for obtaining high-quality solutions. The first chapter is an extensive optimization review covering continuous
unconstrained and constrained linear and nonlinear optimization algorithms, as well as dynamic programming and discrete optimization exact
methods and heuristics. The second chapter presents time-series forecasting methods together with prediction market techniques for
demand forecasting of new products and services. The third chapter details models and algorithms for planning and scheduling with an
emphasis on production planning and personnel scheduling. The fourth chapter presents deterministic and stochastic models for inventory
control with a detailed analysis on periodic review systems and algorithmic development for optimal control of such systems. The fifth chapter
discusses models and algorithms for location/allocation problems arising in supply chain management, and transportation problems arising in
distribution management in particular, such as the vehicle routing problem and others. The sixth and final chapter presents a short list of new
trends in supply chain management with a discussion of the related challenges that each new trend might bring along in the immediate to
near future. Overall, Quantitative Methods in Supply Chain Management may be of particular interest to students and researchers in the fields
of supply chain management, operations management, operations research, industrial engineering, and computer science.
Our economy and future way of life depend on how well American manufacturing managers adapt to the dynamic, globally competitive
landscape and evolve their firms to keep pace. A major challenge is how to structure the firm s environment so that it attains the speed and
low cost of high-volume flow lines while retaining the flexibility and customization potential of a low-volume job shop. The book's three parts
are organized according to three categories of skills required by managers and engineers: basics, intuition, and synthesis. Part I reviews
traditional operations management techniques and identifies the necessary components of the science of manufacturing. Part II presents the
core concepts of the book, beginning with the structure of the science of manufacturing and a discussion of the systems approach to problem
solving. Other topics include behavioral tendencies of manufacturing plants, push and pull production systems, the human element in
operations management, and the relationship between quality and operations. Chapter conclusions include main points and observations
framed as manufacturing laws. In Part III, the lessons of Part I and the laws of Part II are applied to address specific manufacturing
management issues in detail. The authors compare and contrast common problems, including shop floor control, long-range aggregate
planning, workforce planning, and capacity management. A main focus in Part III is to help readers visualize how general concepts in Part II
can be applied to specific problems. Written for both engineering and management students, the authors demonstrate the effectiveness of a
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rule-based and data driven approach to operations planning and control. They advance an organized framework from which to evaluate
management practices and develop useful intuition about manufacturing systems[Source : 4e de couv.]
With the increasing reliance on digital means to transact goods that are retail and communication based, e-services continue to develop as
key applications for business, finance, industry and innovation.Electronic Services: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and Applications is an allinclusive research collection covering the latest studies on the consumption, delivery and availability of e-services. This multi-volume book
contains over 100 articles, making it an essential reference for the evolving e-services discipline.
Processes and Design for Manufacturing, Third Edition, examines manufacturing processes from the viewpoint of the product designer,
investigating the selection of manufacturing methods in the early phases of design and how this affects the constructional features of a
product. The stages from design process to product development are examined, integrating an evaluation of cost factors. The text
emphasizes both a general design orientation and a systems approach and covers topics such as additive manufacturing, concurrent
engineering, polymeric and composite materials, cost estimation, design for assembly, and environmental factors. Appendices with materials
engineering data are also included.
A comprehensive treatment on the use of quantitative modeling for decision making and best practices in the service industries Making up a
significant part of the world economy, the service sector is a rapidly evolving field that is relied on to dictate the public's satisfaction and
success in various areas of everyday life, from banking and communications to education and healthcare. Service Science provides
managers and students of the service industries with the quantitative skills necessary to model key decisions and performance metrics
associated with services, including the management of resources, distribution of goods and services to customers, and the analysis and
design of queueing systems. The book begins with a brief introduction to the service sector followed by an introduction to optimization and
queueing modeling, providing the methodological background needed to analyze service systems. Subsequent chapters present specific
topics within service operations management, including: Location modeling and districting Resource allocation problems Short- and long-term
workforce management Priority services, call center design, and customer scheduling Inventory modeling Vehicle routing The author's own
specialized software packages for location modeling, network optimization, and time-dependent queueing are utilized throughout the book,
showing readers how to solve a variety of problems associated with service industries. These programs are freely available on the book's
related web site along with detailed appendices and online spreadsheets that accompany the book's "How to Do It in Excel" sections,
allowing readers to work hands-on with the presented techniques. Extensively class-tested to ensure a comprehensive presentation, Service
Science is an excellent book for industrial engineering and management courses on service operations at the upper-undergraduate and
graduate levels. The book also serves as a reference for researchers in the fields of business, management science, operations research,
engineering, and economics. This book was named the 2010 Joint Publishers Book of the Year by the Institute of Industrial Engineers.
Lean transformations are decidedly more challenging when the math is inconsistent with lean principles, misapplied, or just plain wrong. Math
should never get in the way of a lean transformation, but instead should facilitate it. Lean Math is the indispensable reference for this very
purpose. A single, comprehensive source, the book presents standard and specialized approaches to tackling the math required of lean and
six sigma practitioners across all industries—seasoned and newly minted practitioners alike. Lean Math features more than 160 thoughtfully
organized entries. Ten chapters cover system-oriented math, time, the “-ilities” (availability, repeatability, stability, etc.), work, inventory,
performance metrics, basic math and hypothesis testing, measurement, experimentation, and more. Two appendices cover standard work for
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analyzing data and understanding and dealing with variation. Practitioners will quickly locate the precise entry(ies) that is relevant to the
problem or continuous improvement opportunity at hand. Each entry not only provides background on the related lean principles, formulas,
examples, figures, and tables, but also tips, cautions, cross-references to other associated entries, and the occasional “Gemba Tale” that
shares real-world experiences. The book consistently encourages the practitioner to engage in math-assisted plan-do-check-act (PDCA)
cycles, employing approaches that include simulation and “trystorming.” Lean Math truly transcends the “numbers” by reinforcing and
refreshing lean thinking for the very purpose of Figuring to Improve. REVIEWER COMMENTS “Hamel and O’Connor provide both the
novice and experienced lean practitioner a comprehensive, common-sense reference for lean math. For example, I know that our Lean
Support Office team would have gladly used dozens of Lean Math entries during a recent lean management system pilot. The concepts,
context, and examples would have certainly helped our execution and provided greater clarity during our training activities. Lean Math is a
must have book for Lean Support Office people!” —Dave Pienta, Director, Lean Support Office, Moog, Inc. Aircraft Group “A practical math
book may sound like an oxymoron, but Lean Math is both pragmatic and accessible. Hamel and O’Connor do an excellent job keeping the
math as simple as possible, while bringing lean principles to the forefront of the discussion. The use of insurance and healthcare industry
examples especially helps simplify the translation for lean practitioners in non-manufacturing industries. Readers will be able to use the
numerous tables and figures to clearly illustrate and teach lean concepts to others. Lean Math is a reference book that every lean practitioner
or Black Belt should have in their library!” —Peter Barnett, MBB, Liberty Management System Architect, Liberty Mutual Insurance “Lean Math
is a comprehensive reference book within which the lean practitioner can quickly find straightforward examples illustrating how to perform
almost any lean calculation. Equally useful, it imparts the importance of the relevant lean principal(s). While coaching some recent
transformation efforts, I put Lean Math to the test by asking several novice practitioners to reference it during their work. They were promptly
rewarded with deeper insight and effectiveness—a reflection of this book’s utility and value to the lean practitioner.” —Greg Lane, international
lean transformation coach, speaker, and author of three books including, “Made-to-Order Lean: Excelling in a High-Mix, Low-Volume
Environment” “While the technical, social, and management sciences behind lean must be learned by doing, their conceptual bases are
absolutely validated by the math. This validation is particularly crucial to overcoming common blind spots ingrained by traditional practice.
Hamel and O’Connor’s text is a comprehensive and readable resource for lean implementers at all levels who are seeking a deeper
understanding of lean tools and systems. Clear diagrams and real-world examples create a bridge for readers between theory and
practice—theory proven by practice. If math is the language of science, then Lean Math is indeed the language of lean science.” —Bruce
Hamilton, President, Greater Boston Manufacturing Partnership, Director Emeritus for the Shingo Institute “Mark and Michael have done a
tremendous service for the lean community by tackling this daunting subject. There are so many ways to quantify value, display improvement,
and define complex problems that choosing the right methods and measures becomes an obstacle to progress. Lean Math helps remove that
obstacle. Almost daily, operations leaders in every industry need the practical math and lean guidance in these pages. Now, finally, we have
it in one place. Thank you.” —Zane Ferry, Executive Director, National Operations, QMS Continuous Improvement, Quest Diagnostics “Too
many lean books dwell on principles, but offer little to address critical how-to questions, such as, ‘How do I use these concepts to solve my
specific problem?’ With plain English explanations, simple illustrations, and examples across industries, Lean Math bridges a long-standing
gap. Hamel and O’Connor’s Lean Math is sure to become a must-have reference for every lean practitioner working to improve performance
in any modern workplace.” —Jeff Fuchs, Executive Director, Maryland World Class Consortia, Past Chairman, Lean Certification Oversight
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Committee “Lean Math fills a huge gap in the continuous improvement library, helping practitioners to translate data, activities, and ideas into
meaningful information for effective experimentation and intelligent decisions. This reference comes at a critical time for the healthcare
industry as we struggle to improve quality, while controlling costs. Though we don’t make widgets, our people, processes, and patients will
benefit from the tools provided in this reference. The numerous examples, as well as the Gemba Tales scattered throughout the book, bring
life to the principles and formulas. Lean Math is impressive in both scope and presentation of content.” —Tim Pettry, Senior Process
Improvement Specialist, Cleveland Clinic “Lean Math is a great book for those times when only the correct answer will do. The math, along
with the Gemba Tales, are helpful for those in the midst of the technical aspects of a transformation, as well as those of us who once knew
much of this but haven’t used it in a while.” —Beau Keyte, organization transformation and performance improvement coach, author of two
Shingo-Award winning books: “The Complete Lean Enterprise” and “Perfecting Patient Journeys” “Math and numbers aren’t exclusively the
domain of six sigma! Toyota leaders describe lean as an organizational culture, a managerial approach, and a philosophy. They also maintain
that the last piece of lean is technical methods, which includes the math we need for properly sizing inventory levels, validating hypotheses,
gauging improvement, and more. Lean Math is a useful book that compiles important mathematical and quantitative methods that
complement the people side of lean. Hamel and O’Connor are extremely qualified to deftly explain these methods. Lest you think it’s a dry
math text, there are Gemba Tales and examples from multiple industries, including healthcare, which illustrate these approaches in very
relatable ways.” —Mark Graban, Shingo-Award winning author, speaker, consultant, and blogger “When you begin a lean journey, it’s like
starting an exercise regimen—the most important thing is to start. But as you mature, and as you achieve higher levels of excellence, rigor
becomes increasingly important. Lean Math provides easy, elegant access to the necessary rigor required for effective measurement and
analysis and does so in practical terms with excellent examples.” —Misael Cabrera, PE, Director, Arizona Department Environmental Quality
This text presents the practical application of queueing theory results for the design and analysis of manufacturing and production systems.
This textbook makes accessible to undergraduates and beginning graduates many of the seemingly esoteric results of queueing theory. In an
effort to apply queueing theory to practical problems, there has been considerable research over the previous few decades in developing
reasonable approximations of queueing results. This text takes full advantage of these results and indicates how to apply queueing
approximations for the analysis of manufacturing systems. Support is provided through the web site http://msma.tamu.edu. Students will have
access to the answers of odd numbered problems and instructors will be provided with a full solutions manual, Excel files when needed for
homework, and computer programs using Mathematica that can be used to solve homework and develop additional problems or term
projects. In this second edition a separate appendix dealing with some of the basic event-driven simulation concepts has been added.
The volume comprises the proceedings of the third International Conference on Dynamics in Logistics LDIC 2012. The scope of the
conference targeted the identification, analysis, and description of the dynamics of logistic processes and networks. The spectrum ranged
from the modeling and planning of processes and innovative methods like autonomous control and knowledge management to the new
technologies provided by radio frequency identification, mobile communication, and networking. The growing dynamics in the area of logistics
poses completely new challenges: Logistic processes and networks must rapidly and flexibly adapt to continuously changing conditions. LDIC
2012 provided a venue for researchers from academia and industry interested in the technical advances in dynamics in logistics. The
conference addressed research in logistics from a wide range of fields, e.g. engineering, computer science and operations research. The
volume consists of two invited papers and of 49 contributed papers divided into various subjects including transport logistics, routing in
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dynamic logistic networks, modeling, simulation, optimization and collaboration in logistics, identification technologies, mathematical modeling
in transport and production logistics, information, communication, risk and failure in logistic systems, autonomous control in logistic
processes, global supply chains and industrial applications, and the Internet of Things in the context of logistics.
Managers face an infinite range of situations and problems that involve bringing materials and information together to produce and deliver
goods and services to customers. In Hopps solid, practical introduction to manufacturing and supply chain dynamics, managers learn how to
use the scientific approachto understand why systems behave the way they doas an effective way to deal with almost any scenario they may
face. Written in a reader-friendly style, the text includes useful examples from manufacturers as well as service providers, presents the key
concepts that underlie the behavior of operations systems in a largely non-mathematical way, contains illustrations and analogies to everyday
life, links theory to practice, and reinforces the learning process with end-of-chapter Questions for Thought.
Although regularly introducing new products or services is the lifeblood of most industries, bringing them to market can be fraught with peril.
Timing, cost, and quality all play important roles in a successful product launch and avoiding expensive — often in more than just dollars —
recalls and redesigns. Quality Assurance: Applying Methodologies for Launching New Products, Services, and Customer Satisfaction details
continual improvement (CI), a proven process for avoiding common problems and creating customer satisfaction. The book explores the
three fundamental approaches required to create a truly CI culture in any organization: a) consistent philosophy of improvement by
management, b) receptive organizational culture, and c) the entire culture of the organization must be willing to make decisions based on
measurement and data. It outlines the seven principles: research/plan, assure, explain, prioritize, demonstrate, confirm, and show. However,
as with CI itself, this attitude must be incorporated into the processes of any organization and create products or services for the market place
that will delight customers rather than just satisfying them. Time and cost constraints are the biggest culprits here, not any one person’s lack
of due diligence. When this happens, organizations must look at the bigger picture internally and identify it as a system problem. Based on
the author’s 35 years of experience, this book covers the essential items for doing the right thing the first time especially during launching a
good product and/or service to the customer. It identifies key indicators and methodologies that will help you attain excellent performance,
delivery, and cost with both the customer and supplier. In other words, by following these methodologies and indicators, the job will get done
right the first time.
While there are those who say manufacturing is dying, it is not and will not. Without a universal vow of poverty, growing economies will only
increase demand. Manufacturing in the 21st century is not a question of if -- Rather, it is a function of why, what, who, where, and how. The
nature and pace of change in those factors are overwhelming many. Fear, futile resistance, and uncertainty are common. While
manufacturing will not die, individual manufacturing companies will if they do not learn to thrive in this new world. This book is a dynamic
guide for manufacturing leaders who want to reduce the ambiguity and overwhelming changes and develop a realistic, progressive, and
responsive thinking process that enables success. It provides a business operating system framework that is the foundation for connecting
the many pieces of a manufacturing business into an effective, profitable operation. The author walks through the elements, relationships,
capabilities, and mutability 21st-century manufacturing requires. Executives of manufacturing companies will be better able to think about and
execute viable strategies leveraging the changing economy. Essentially, manufacturing is becoming increasingly complex, as are business
and socioeconomic and political realities. Rapidly evolving technology adds to the confusing environment that precludes “more of the same,
better, faster and cheaper” as a workable business strategy. The tsunami of information hitting owners and leaders is overwhelming many,
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and it is easy to become frozen in place. Economic growth and improving standards of living require that all of this change be broken into bitesize understandable pieces that thaw the minds of executives, allowing them to assess what is best right now, and move forward. This book
does not overwhelm with details and models; rather it provides thinking and examples in small chunks that enable manufacturers to develop
and master skills for high-level strategic leadership in ambiguity.

Vollman, Berry, Whybark and Jacobs', Manufacturing Planning & Control Systems, 5/e provides comprehensive real world based
coverage of the concepts, tools, and methods used to manage and control manufacturing systems. This major revision contains
four entirely new chapters and four thoroughly upgraded to nearly original content. ERP system coverage and the impact of them
in the field is covered now in a new introductory chapter (4) as well as being integrated heavily into many other chapters from
Sales and Operations Planning (3) to Advanced Scheduling Systems (16).
Improvements in hospital management and emergency medical and critical care services require continual attention and
dedication to ensure efficient and proper care for citizens. To support this endeavor, professionals rely more and more on the
application of information systems and technologies to promote the overall quality of modern healthcare. Implementing effective
technologies and strategies ensures proper quality and instruction for both the patient and medical practitioners. Hospital
Management and Emergency Medicine: Breakthroughs in Research and Practice examines the latest scholarly material on
emerging strategies and methods for delivering optimal emergency medical care and examines the latest technologies and tools
that support the development of efficient emergency departments and hospital staff. While highlighting the challenges medical
practitioners and healthcare professionals face when treating patients and striving to optimize their processes, the book shows
how revolutionary technologies and methods are vastly improving how healthcare is implemented globally. Highlighting a range of
topics such as overcrowding, decision support systems, and patient safety, this publication is an ideal reference source for hospital
directors, hospital staff, emergency medical services, paramedics, medical administrators, managers and employees of health
units, physicians, medical students, academicians, and researchers seeking current research on providing optimal care in
emergency medicine.
The bestselling title, developed by International experts - now updated to offer comprehensive coverage of the core and extended
topics in the latest syllabus. - Covers the core and supplement sections of the updated syllabus - Supported by the most
comprehensive range of additional material, including Teacher Resources, Laboratory Books, Practice Books and Revision Guides
- Written by renowned, expert authors with vast experience of teaching and examining international qualifications We are working
with Cambridge International Examinations to gain endorsement.
As the market-leading textbook on the subject, Project Management: The Managerial Process, 4e is distinguished by its balanced
treatment of both the technical and behavioral issues in project management as well as by its coverage of a broad range of
industries to which project management principles can be applied. It focuses on how project management is integral to the
organization as a whole. The 4th edition reflects the latest changes found in the practice. Other texts discuss the topics covered in
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this text but they do not view oversight as the project manager's operating environment, as does Gray/Larson.
This book presents a general conceptual framework to translate principles of system science and engineering to service design.
Services are co-created immaterial, heterogeneous, and perishable state changes. A service system includes the intended benefit
to the customer and the structure and processes that accomplish this benefit. The primary focus is on the part of the service
system that can reproduce such processes, called here a Service Machine, and methodological guidelines on how to analyze and
design them. While the benefit and the process are designed based on the domain knowledge of each respective field, service
production systems have common properties. The Service Machine is a metaphor that elicits the fundamental characteristics of
service systems that do something efficiently, quickly, or repeatedly for a defined end. A machine is an artifact designed for a
purpose, has several parts, such as inputs, energy flows, processors, connectors, and motors assembled as per design
specifications. In case of service machine, the components are various contracts assembled on contractual frames. The book
discusses Emergency Medical Services (EMS) and Emergency Departments (ED) as cases. They illustrate that service machines
need to be structured to adapt to the constraints of the served market acknowledging the fact that services are co-created through
the integration of producers’ and customers’ resources. This book is highly recommended for those who are interested in
understanding the fundamental concepts of designing service machines.
This book has resulted from the activities of IFAC TC 5.2 “Manufacturing Modelling for Management and Control”. The book offers
an introduction and advanced techniques of scheduling applications to cloud manufacturing and Industry 4.0 systems for larger
audience. This book uncovers fundamental principles and recent developments in the theory and application of scheduling
methodology to cloud manufacturing and Industry 4.0. The purpose of this book is to present recent developments in scheduling in
cloud manufacturing and Industry 4.0 and to systemize these developments in new taxonomies and methodological principles to
shape this new research domain. This book addresses the needs of both researchers and practitioners to uncover the challenges
and opportunities of scheduling techniques’ applications to cloud manufacturing and Industry 4.0. For the first time, it
comprehensively conceptualizes scheduling in cloud manufacturing and Industry 4.0 systems as a new research domain. The
chapters of the book are written by the leading international experts and utilize methods of operations research, industrial
engineering and computer science. Such a multi-disciplinary combination is unique and comprehensively deciphers major problem
taxonomies, methodologies, and applications to scheduling in cloud manufacturing and Industry 4.0.
How do policy makers and managers square the circle of increasing demand and expectations for the delivery and quality of
services against a backdrop of reduced public funding from government and philanthropists? Leaders, executives and managers
are increasingly focusing on service operations improvement. In terms of research, public services are immature within the
discipline of operations management, and existing knowledge is limited to government departments and large bureaucratic
institutions. Drawing on a range of theory and frameworks, this book develops the research agenda, and knowledge and
understanding in public service operations management, addressing the most pressing dilemmas faced by leaders, executives
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and operations managers in the public services environment. It offers a new empirical analysis of the impact of contextual factors,
including the migration of planning systems founded on MRP/ERP and the adoption of industrial based improvement practices
such as TQM, lean thinking and Six Sigma. This will be of interest to researchers, educators and advanced students in public
management, service operations management, health service management and public policy studies.
Fundamentals of Manufacturing, Third Edition provides a structured review of the fundamentals of manufacturing for individuals planning to
take SME'S Certified Manufacturing Technologist (CMfgT) or Certified Manufacturing Engineer (CMfgE) certification exams. This book has
been updated according to the most recent Body of Knowledge published by the Certification Oversight and Appeals Committee of the
Society of Manufacturing Engineers. While the objective of this book is to prepare for the certification process, it is a primary source of
information for individuals interested in learning fundamental manufacturing concepts and practices. This book is a valuable resource for
anyone with limited manufacturing experience or training. Instructor slides and the Fundamentals of Manufacturing Workbook are available to
complement course instruction and exam preparation. Table of Contents Chapter 1: Mathematics Chapter 2: Units of Measure Chapter 3:
Light Chapter 4: Sound Chapter 5: Electricity/Electronics Chapter 6: Statics Chapter 7: Dynamics Chapter 8: Strength of Materials Chapter 9:
Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer Chapter 10: Fluid Power Chapter 11: Chemistry Chapter 12: Material Properties Chapter 13: Metals
Chapter 14: Plastics Chapter 15: Composites Chapter 16: Ceramics Chapter 17: Engineering Drawing Chapter 18: Geometric Dimensioning
and Tolerancing Chapter 19: Computer-Aided Design/Engineering Chapter 20: Product Development and Design Chapter 21: Intelllectual
Property Chapter 22: Product Liability Chapter 23: Cutting Tool Technology Chapter 24: Machining Chapter 25: Metal Forming Chapter 26:
Sheet Metalworking Chapter 27: Powdered Metals Chapter 28: Casting Chapter 29: Joining and Fastening Chapter 30: Finishing Chapter 31:
Plastics Processes Chapter 32: Composite Processes Chapter 33: Ceramic Processes Chapter 34: Printed Circuit Board Fabrication and
Assembly Chapter 35: Traditional Production Planning and Control Chapter 36: Lean Production Chapter 37: Process Engineering Chapter
38: Fixture and Jig Design Chapter 39: Materials Management Chapter 40: Industrial Safety, Health and Environmental Management Chapter
41: Manufacturing Networks Chapter 42: Computer Numerical Control Machining Chapter 43: Programmable Logic Controllers Chapter 44:
Robotics Chapter 45: Automated Material Handling and Identification Chapter 46: Statistical Methods for Quality Control Chapter 47:
Continuous Improvement Chapter 48: Quality Standards Chapter 49: Dimensional Metrology Chapter 50: Nondestructive Testing Chapter 51:
Management Introduction Chapter 52: Leadership and Motivation Chapter 53: Project Management Chapter 54: Labor Relations Chapter 55:
Engineering Economics Chapter 56: Sustainable Manufacturing Chapter 57: Personal Effectiveness
Factory PhysicsThird EditionWaveland Press
The Innovation Imperative: Strategies for Managing Product Models and Families by Susan Sanderson and Mustafa Uzumeri traces the new
competitive challenges to the patterns appearing in product variety and change. The authors successfully illustrate these patterns through a
series of case studies that help to classify and explain the growing competitive challenge of "dynamic competition." Manufacturers are being
forced to respond to new and different competitive challenges. The Innovation Imperative will make you aware of the patterns in global
competition and inspire you to create new strategies and management styles.
By one estimate, the U.S. wastes $480 billion annually on healthcare expenditures that don’t improve care. Worse, because of faulty
systems – not personnel – up to 98,000 people die every year due to preventable medical errors – and that doesn’t count non-terminal
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events such as hospital-acquired infections. In Hospital Operations, two leading operations management experts and four senior physicians
demonstrate how to apply new OM advances to substantially improve any hospital’s operational, clinical, and financial performance. Replete
with examples, this bookshows how to diagram hospital flows, trace interconnections, and optimize flows for better performance. Readers will
find specific guidance on improving emergency departments, operating rooms, hospital floors, and diagnostic units; and successfully applying
metrics. Coverage includes: reducing ER overcrowding and enhancing patient safety…improving OR scheduling, enhancing organizational
learning, and responding to surgeons and other stakeholders… improving bed availability, optimizing nurse schedules, and creating more
seamless patient handoffs… reducing lab turnaround time, improving imaging responsiveness, and decreasing lab errors…successfully
applying the right metrics for every facet of hospital performance. The authors conclude by previewing the "Hospital of the Future,"
addressing issues ranging from prevention and self-care to the evolution of technology and evidence-based medicine.
Provides first-hand insights into advanced fabrication techniques for solution processable organic electronics materials and devices The field
of printable organic electronics has emerged as a technology which plays a major role in materials science research and development.
Printable organic electronics soon compete with, and for specific applications can even outpace, conventional semiconductor devices in
terms of performance, cost, and versatility. Printing techniques allow for large-scale fabrication of organic electronic components and
functional devices for use as wearable electronics, health-care sensors, Internet of Things, monitoring of environment pollution and many
others, yet-to-be-conceived applications. The first part of Solution-Processable Components for Organic Electronic Devices covers the
synthesis of: soluble conjugated polymers; solution-processable nanoparticles of inorganic semiconductors; high-k nanoparticles by means of
controlled radical polymerization; advanced blending techniques yielding novel materials with extraordinary properties. The book also
discusses photogeneration of charge carriers in nanostructured bulk heterojunctions and charge carrier transport in multicomponent materials
such as composites and nanocomposites as well as photovoltaic devices modelling. The second part of the book is devoted to organic
electronic devices, such as field effect transistors, light emitting diodes, photovoltaics, photodiodes and electronic memory devices which can
be produced by solution-based methods, including printing and roll-to-roll manufacturing. The book provides in-depth knowledge for
experienced researchers and for those entering the field. It comprises 12 chapters focused on: ? novel organic electronics components
synthesis and solution-based processing techniques ? advanced analysis of mechanisms governing charge carrier generation and transport
in organic semiconductors and devices ? fabrication techniques and characterization methods of organic electronic devices Providing
coverage of the state of the art of organic electronics, Solution-Processable Components for Organic Electronic Devices is an excellent book
for materials scientists, applied physicists, engineering scientists, and those working in the electronics industry.
Scale-Up in Education, Volume 1: Ideas in Principle examines the challenges of 'scaling up' from a multidisciplinary perspective. It brings
together contributions from disciplines that routinely take promising innovations to scale, including medicine, business, engineering,
computing, and education. Together the contributors explore appropriate methods for estimating the effects of innovations in larger, more
diverse settings and provide theories and models to guide the design of innovations most likely to remain viable at large scales. Speciallycommissioned commentaries also discuss the analytical requirements and theoretical possibilities of a program of educational research on
scale-up built upon these foundations. This volume is ideally suited for researchers, policymakers, and graduate students charged with
determining the effectiveness of educational interventions. With its insights into the conceptual and methodological prerequisites for obtaining
rigorous, actionable evidence of intervention effects, the volume provides reading for program evaluation courses in schools of education and
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public policy.
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